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Abstract Only few search engines index the Web at scale. Third parties
who want to develop downstream applications based on web search fully
depend on the terms and conditions of the few vendors. The public avail-
ability of the large-scale Common Crawl does not alleviate the situation,
as it is often cheaper to crawl and index only a smaller collection focused
on a downstream application scenario than to build and maintain an in-
dex for a general collection the size of the Common Crawl. Our goal is
to improve this situation by developing the Open Web Index.
The OpenWeb Index is a publicly funded basic infrastructure from which
downstream applications will be able to select and compile custom in-
dexes in a simple and transparent way. Our goal is to establish the Open
Web Index along with associated data products as a new open web infor-
mation intermediary. In this paper, we present our �rst prototype for the
Open Web Index and our plans for future developments. In addition to
the conceptual and technical background, we discuss how the information
retrieval community can bene�t from and contribute to the Open Web
Index�for example, by providing resources, by providing pre-processing
components and pipelines, or by creating new kinds of vertical search
engines and test collections.

1 Introduction

Web search is an important technology for accessing the information on the Web.
However, operating a full-scale web search engine is far from trivial. Crawling,
processing, and indexing the Web consumes a large amount of resources, even
without factoring in the large volume of queries that a search engine might have
to process. As a result, only a handful of large corporations have been able to
develop and operate commercial search engines, and they currently dominate
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the search engine market. This is in contrast to the recent release of data sets
and open source models for generative AI. While companies like OpenAI made
rapid progress on large language models and commercialized their successes,
withholding details about their training data, model infrastructures, and training
methods, the open source community quickly caught up. Currently, dozens of
open-source AI models rival the e�ectiveness of closed-source models [21, 23].
Despite many e�orts in previous years, this has not been the case with web
search. The few alternative search engines that have emerged do not share their
data, index, or other details.

We introduce the Open Web Index, the �rst collaborative and federated data
structure for crawling, enriching, and indexing the Web, distributed across mul-
tiple European data centers. The Open Web Index is inspired by Lewandowski's
idea of an �open web index� [13] and corresponding core principles [7]. However,
we not only provide access via an API, but treat the entire index and associated
data products as open data. Furthermore, we enrich the crawled web content
with a variety of metadata that can in turn drive vertical search engines. By
publishing the index itself, we enable a new landscape of search engines, where
each vertical can target di�erent audiences based on tailored ranking strategies
that meet their respective values (e.g., sustainability or privacy). In addition, the
Open Web Index enables the training of specialized language models on di�erent
subsets of the Web. Our goal is to gain traction in the information retrieval and
open source communities, allowing interested parties to contribute to the Open
Web Index. This may include new content analysis modules for the preprocessing
pipeline and evaluation components for the open evaluation framework.

While the development of the index is part of the ongoing Open Web Search
research project9, the crawling, preprocessing, and indexing pipelines already
run on two European data centers producing ca. 1TB of data per day and lo-
cation. The current activities focus on three main areas: (1) conducting further
research on the analysis of large web collections to expand the metadata pro-
vided in the index �les, (2) implementation of the three major pipeline steps
and onboarding of additional data centers, and (3) fostering the open source
and research community around the Open Web Index.

2 Related Work

The idea of collecting data on a massive scale for various purposes is not new.
Several projects in the past have engaged in such endeavors. Most notably, the
Common Crawl project10 stands out as a signi�cant e�ort in this direction. The
Common Crawl initiative collects data from the Web at large scale and makes it
accessible to the public. Several derivative projects, such as C4 [20], the Pile [4],
of Web Data Commons [18], have built upon the resources provided by Common
Crawl, indicating its importance and far-reaching bene�ts in the community.

9https://openwebsearch.eu/
10https://commoncrawl.org/
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Another related project, LAION,11 takes a similar approach. The non-pro�t
organization provides data sets, tools and models in order to strengthen open
source machine learning research. Furthermore, Curlie,12 which was previously
known as the Open Directory Project (ODP) and DMOZ, o�ers a manually
curated directory of the Web. By fully relying on the power of human editors,
Curlie stands out due to its elaborate and qualitatively advanced approach to
data categorization and authenticity.

However, our e�orts are not only focused on data collection, but also on
web search applications based on the crawled and enriched data. Aside from
the few major search engines (among others, Google, Bing and Yandex), several
alternative search engines have emerged over the years from which, in particular,
DuckDuckGo, Ecosia, and Startpage.com became popular. They do not operate
their own crawling and indexing infrastructure, but make use of a search API
o�ered by Bing or Google. Other search engines, such as Mojeek and Qwant, have
tried to present themselves as viable alternatives to the large commercial search
engines by building their own index. Both providers are particularly committed
to preserving their neutrality and user privacy. Although they have not been
able to create and share their indexes with the public, their e�orts underscore
the need and necessity for more players in the search engine market. Yet, both
Mojeek's13 and Qwant's14 index is only a fraction as large as that of the market
leader Google. Qwant currently still relies on Bing's index to supplement its
own index. We believe that a collaborative crawling and indexing e�ort can help
make the Open Web Index a good alternative to the current gatekeepers' search
indexes�both in terms of scope and quality.

Recent trends have highlighted the importance of personalized search expe-
riences, where search engines strive to understand user intent and context to
provide more tailored results. Additionally, the deployment of natural language
understanding and conversational agents in search engines has transformed the
way users interact with online information. However, the development of spe-
cialized search engines depends on the availability of specially curated data.
The Open Web Index aims to support these needs and will o�er search engine
developers di�erent types of curated indexes in di�erent sizes.

In addition to the technical aspects, ethical considerations and responsible
data handling are critical aspects that are increasingly becoming the focus of
data collection initiatives. Recent regulations and discussions surrounding data
privacy, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in Europe and
the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), re�ect the global shift towards
safeguarding individual privacy. In our initiative, we intend to respect all aspects
of data privacy and ethics while crawling, storing and distributing web data.

11https://laion.ai/
12https://curlie.org
13https://blog.mojeek.com/2022/03/�ve-billion-pages.html
14https://betterweb.qwant.com/en/2023/09/18/web-indexing-where-is-qwants-
independence/
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Figure 1. Distributed pipeline architecture of the Open Web Index. Each data center
is responsible for crawling, cleaning, enriching, and indexing its own subset of the
web. Which documents are crawled by which data center is decided by the common
frontier service. The de�nition and creation of index verticals and the choice of which
enrichments to include are still open research questions.

3 Infrastructure of the Open Web Index

Figure 1 shows an overview of the Open Web Index architecture. Particularly
noticeable are the improvements in accessing current search indexes compared
to Lewandowski's [13] API-based proposal. Our federated data infrastructure
crawls, enriches, and indexes web content in a distributed manner across multi-
ple European data centers. The resulting indexes are divided into a set of pre-
de�ned, possibly overlapping, verticals and are continuously updated over time.
In addition to these vertical indexes, we also create �core indexes� that contain
subsets of highly frequented or otherwise important websites. The underlying
rationale is that a relatively small subset of the Web can already answer a large
majority of queries. For example, Goel et al. [5] have shown that a subset of
only 10,000 domains was responsible for about 80% of users' clicks in 2010, and,
more recently, the creation of the ClueWeb22 corpus [19] con�rms that a small
number of domains still accounts for a large share of user clicks. In addition to
the core index of highly frequented domains, other, use-case-speci�c indexes can
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be constructed. Examples include the user-curated collection Curlie15 and the
set of all Wikipedia pages with their outgoing links. All indexes are stored in
Common Index File Format (CIFF) [15] for ease of transfer and compatibility
with existing software. The remainder of this section explains the details of the
various components or layers of our architecture. All software components of this
architecture are open source as well as archived in our Zenodo community.1617

3.1 Crawling

A central pillar of the Open Web Index is the crawling pipeline, which is de-
signed to seamlessly capture large volumes of web data. The pipeline relies on a
distributed architecture, where multiple clusters spread across several European
data centers jointly retrieve and extract web content. These nodes are coordi-
nated from a central hub, the Open Web Index Frontier, to ensure orchestration
and e�cient data collection. The Open Web Index Frontier is built on the open
source URLFrontier project, which implements plug-and-play functionality for
new crawling agents.18 Since all communication between remote software com-
ponents is based on the Frontier, new crawling agents can be easily integrated
into the live system. Each link in the Frontier can be pre-categorized based on
various parameters (e.g., topic, license, genre) to ensure that the collected data
is organized and ready for downstream applications. Furthermore, the Frontier
manages the di�erent node resources to ensure e�cient load balancing across
the federated nodes.

To operationalize our crawling pipeline, we introduce a re-crawl mechanism
speci�cally for Common Crawl dumps. Unlike Common Crawl, we crawl on a
daily basis and save the results as WARC (Web ARChive) �les.19 This approach
allows us to provide index delta �les and supplemental data products at daily
intervals, as opposed to monthly or bi-monthly data dumps. In addition, each
link goes through a rigorous �ltering process supported by an exclusion list
mechanism. This list is constantly updated with malicious URLs, similar to
platforms such as URLHaus.20 This strategy ensures the highest quality of data.

By prioritizing certain top-level domains in our crawl exploration as well as
using content negotiation headers and the IP locations of the various European
data centers from which the crawls are conducted, we aim to collect web resources
in many di�erent languages. The goal is to increase the language diversity in the
Open Web Index and thereby reduce the existing linguistic bias in downstream
tasks towards high-resource languages such as English [12].

Our initial crawling runs across all our data centers resulted in a cumulative
crawling rate of over 30 million web pages per day. Currently, our comprehensive
crawling generates more than 1 terabyte of data daily.

15https://curlie.org
16https://opencode.it4i.eu/openwebsearcheu-public/
17https://zenodo.org/communities/owseu/
18http://urlfrontier.net
19https://iipc.github.io/warc-speci�cations/
20https://urlhaus.abuse.ch/
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Crawling on Demand Given the signi�cant cost and resources required for
crawling or scraping the Web, we introduce �crawling on demand�. This allows
authorized users to initiate a customized crawling process tailored to their spe-
ci�c needs. Users provide a curated list of seed URLs. Upon receiving this list,
our system starts a dockerized crawl cluster tailored for the task at hand. Com-
municating with the Frontier service, the crawler detects whether a URL has
already been crawled. If it has, its content is retrieved without unnecessary re-
crawling, ensuring e�cient resource usage. Users receive a daily update of WARC
�les corresponding to their seed URLs, ensuring access to the freshest and most
relevant data. In addition, we are nearing completion of the addition of �index
on demand� to this service. This service not only initiates the cleaning and en-
richment of the crawled documents, but also delivers the data as index �les for
immediate integration into search engines.

Web publisher controls As part of our crawling, we aim to improve the usage
control facilities for web publishers. With the advent of generative AI applica-
tions, many content creators are looking for ways to better protect their publicly
available web assets and opt out of their use for text and data mining or AI train-
ing. These opt-out signals are conveyed in various forms, including the robots
exclusion protocol (�robots.txt�) [11], meta tags such as �noml�,21 and emerging
web standards such as the TDM Reservation Protocol.22 We evaluate and in-
corporate these machine-readable signals in our crawlers, propagating publisher
usage preferences to downstream users of the Open Web Index. Additionally,
we adhere to established politeness policies, such as crawling intervals commu-
nicated by site managers through robots.txt.

3.2 Preprocessing

The preprocessing pipeline extracts various types of page-level metadata in ad-
dition to the cleaned text from the WARC �les created during daily crawling
activities. The extracted data is provided in Apache Parquet �le format as part
of the Open Web Index and can be used to enrich index �les, as described in
more detail in subsection 4.1.

Following the daily crawling activities, the preprocessing is executed as daily
batch jobs at the di�erent data centers storing the WARC �les. First, an Apache
Spark cluster is created on the respective HPC cluster using the Magpie script
collection.23 Then, the preprocessing job is submitted to the newly created Spark
cluster and the extracted metadata is saved as Parquet �les. Currently, the pre-
processing pipeline extracts the plain text from the HTML code of each page,
as well as various information from the WARC and HTTP headers and URL
components. In addition, two types of metadata are created to enable partition-
ing of the index �les: the language of the document and, if available, a label

21https://noml.info
22https://www.w3.org/2022/tdmrep/
23https://github.com/LLNL/magpie/
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for the domain based on the labels collected by the Curlie community [16]. We
plan to incorporate more metadata into the preprocessing pipeline throughout
the duration of the Open Web Search project.

Evaluation benchmarks Since the preprocessing pipeline is built on a mod-
ular architecture, it allows the integration of content analysis modules devel-
oped by third parties. This will help expand the amount of metadata extracted
from crawls with the help of the open-source community. To ensure both su�-
cient quality and throughput of content analysis modules, new modules will be
evaluated in a dedicated evaluation layer. This layer runs on the TIRA frame-
work [2, 3], which provides the means for evaluation as a service focused on
information retrieval research. TIRA can host shared tasks on a given research
problem and executes submitted software in sandbox machines without internet
access to improve reproducibility.

Each new candidate module is evaluated against problem-speci�c benchmark-
ing data, such as a set of labeled data for classi�cation tasks. For tasks not
previously included in the preprocessing pipeline, benchmarking data must be
provided by the party developing the module. We also work on increasing the
number of benchmarking datasets and submitted modules for a given task to
support the development of high quality content analysis modules.

3.3 Indexing

The indexer takes the cleaned text from the preprocessing pipeline and converts
it to a full-text index. The index is partitioned into a series of shards using various
metadata values. Currently, each combination of top-level range, language, and
Curlie topic is assigned to a di�erent shard. However, determining the optimal
metadata set for partitioning the index is still an open research question, and we
will evaluate di�erent approaches during the development of Open Web Index.

Each shard is a separate CIFF index [15] and can be easily downloaded
along with the Parquet �les containing the relevant metadata and clean text. A
downstream search engine or end user can select any combination of these shards
to create a custom vertical search application�public, commercial, or personal.

Similar to the preprocessing pipeline, indexing is performed as a daily Spark
batch job that runs after all content for a day has been preprocessed. Magpie is
used to provision the Spark cluster within an HPC allocation, after which the
indexer is executed.

3.4 Challenges

While we have elaborately discussed the importance and necessity of an Open
Web Index, there still exist crucial challenges regarding our proposed federated
infrastructure. A major challenge to consider is the sustainability of the Open
Web Index in the long term. The Open Web Search project is currently nurtured
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by a diverse team representing various institutes and countries. However, such
a publicly funded project is inherently limited in both time and resources.

Within the project consortium, we are already discussing ways in which we
can ensure the index's sustainability in the future. Identifying responsible parties
or entities tasked with maintaining the index in the long run is an important
point in these discussions. As part of the sustainability of the Open Web Index,
we also wish to integrate the open source and open data communities into its
development, and are discussing how this e�ort can be coordinated. The steps
we take in these directions are crucial to guaranteeing the ongoing relevance and
enduring presence of the Open Web Index beyond its initial phases.

Our federated infrastructure comes with additional challenges that any tech-
nical infrastructure has to tackle, such as security, hardware/software/service
management, and agreements with end users through usage policies and service
level agreements. These become especially di�cult for a public project with lim-
ited resources, where no dedicated teams are in place to manage these issues.
We are discussing and handling these challenges for our current infrastructure,
and will consider ways in which they can be handled in the long term as well.

4 Usage of the Open Web Index

By publishing a comprehensive web index, we are supporting the information
retrieval community in a very tangible way. The following section focuses on the
data products provided as part of the Open Web Index. To further enhance the
user experience, we also introduce an advanced concept to make parts of the
index available to future developers of vertical search applications.

4.1 Data products

The Open Web Index consists of a set of data products that can be used by
downstream search engines or other data-intensive applications. Depending on
ethical considerations and to the extent legally possible, we make this data avail-
able for public download. Below, we discuss the di�erent types of data outputs
we plan to generate, how they are created, and what uses they may have.

Index �les The �rst and most important goal of the Open Web Index is to
enable downstream (vertical) search engines. To achieve this, we periodically dis-
tribute the index �les of all crawled and cleaned content and provide the inverted
�les in CIFF format [15]. Several search engines, including JASSv2, Lucene (and
thus Anserini and Solr), PISA, OldDog, and Terrier, already support the import
of CIFF indexes. This makes it easy to develop a vertical search engine based
on the Open Web Index with mature software and minimal e�ort.

In recent years, the use of dense or sparse embeddings for ranking has become
very important in the information retrieval community. Therefore, an interesting
avenue for the Open Web Index is the inclusion of embedding-based indexes
alongside the term-based CIFF index that we already o�er. This option will
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further facilitate the creation of downstream search engines by eliminating the
need to re-compute the embeddings every time, contributing to �Green IR� [22].
However, given the size of the web, we need to ensure that the embeddings are
useful and can be computed e�ciently before running comprehensive embedding
models for the entire collection. In our future work on this problem, we will
consider both dense [10] and sparse embeddings [1].

Clean text A search engine also needs access to the cleaned text of the indexed
documents in order to present the search results correctly. In classical search
engines with a results page containing �ten blue links�, the cleaned text is used
to generate informative snippets that are relevant to the query. In conversational
web search systems that apply retrieval-augmented generation [14] to summarize
search results in natural language, the document content is needed to generate
the full-text response to a query. To support such use cases, we plan to provide
the plain text (along with document-level metadata) in the form of Parquet �les.

Another important opportunity arising from the availability of clean text is
the ability to (pre-)train large open source language models. Currently, this is
typically done with public datasets, of which Common Crawl (including derived
datasets such as C4 [20] and the Pile [4]) are the largest. Our cleaned text could
provide an alternative to the Common Crawl's WET (Web Extracted Text) �les.
In addition, our enriched content (described in more detail below) will allow us to
select subsets of web content for training smaller, more focused language models.
For example, �ltering German web pages could prove useful for training German
language models, and focusing on scienti�c data could result in a language model
that can be used more e�ectively in the scienti�c domain.

Structured information The web is full of structured information that can
be used to build knowledge graphs and support many downstream applications.
Similar to Web Data Commons [18] (derived from Common Crawl), we plan to
extract and share entities from Schema.org [8] from various semantic annota-
tions embedded in web pages. Furthermore, the textual content of the page may
contain additional entities that are not included in machine-readable markup,
but are still useful for various use cases. For example, the text could contain
names, dates, or location information. To extract such mentions, we include the
REBL Batch Entity Linker [9, 24] in our preprocessing pipeline. In addition, we
implement and apply geoparsing tools that allow us to extract place names and
place references and map them to physical geographic locations. Since there are
currently no end-to-end geoparsers that can perform this task on the Web, we
are using tools like Geoparsepy for inspiration [17].

Page-level metadata For the development of vertical search engines, we would
like to assign web documents to meaningful index domains. To achieve this, we
will collect di�erent types of page-level features that can be useful for index
partitioning, such as language, topic, and genre.
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Figure 2. Interaction between a search engine and the Open Web Index. Downstream
search engines that rely on the Open Web Index can (1) retrieve prebuilt indexes,
(2) create their own indexes, and (3) push indexes for sharing with others.

In addition, we will work on the development of an information nutrition label
that includes benchmarks for the readability, factuality, and other aspects of any
web document [6]. This will allow us to make judgments about the quality and
trustworthiness of documents in the Open Web Index. In turn, this could enable
search engine developers to create better ranking models, but more importantly,
it allows end users to make an informed decision about which documents to
access given a list of search results.

To empower developers and end users, we will develop classi�ers to identify
textual content that may be upsetting or otherwise disturbing to certain audi-
ences. Adding such trigger warnings as page-level metadata allows search engine
providers to display them alongside search results, empowering end users to avoid
potentially harmful content. The necessary components in our pre-processing
pipeline are built on existing research on trigger warning classi�cation [25].

4.2 Interaction with the Open Web Index

Since the Open Web Index is intended to be used by a variety of search engines,
it must also be easy for search engine developers to use the index (or parts of it)
for their own purposes. To this end, we envision the Open Web Index becoming
a (distributed) information system that can be used in a manner similar to the
well-known Docker Hub. However, instead of container images, the Open Web
Index contains prebuilt indexes that are immediately usable. The Open Web
Index enables several downstream applications, which are depicted in Figure 2:

1. Users or organizations can download (or `pull') a speci�c, pre-built index.
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(a) They can choose a speci�c timestamp or checkpoint of the index (e.g.
:latest for the most recent version).

(b) They can choose to download a selection of checkpoints, instead of only
a single one (e.g., :all for the complete history of a speci�c index).

2. Users or organizations can create (or `build') their own index locally, using
a data set of their choosing (e.g., privacy-sensitive data, such as a corporate
�lesystem, or personal email).

3. Users or organizations can upload (or `push') a custom index or custom
metadata to contribute to the Open Web Index.

With the creation of the Open Web Index as a data product rather than an API
service, several challenges arise:

1. Index merge: The Open Web Index allows downloading (or `pulling') web
indexes for speci�c verticals. However, to support e�cient retrieval, it may be
necessary to merge these vertical indexes into a single usable index. Possible
options for the index merging step include (1) no merging (pure federated
search), (2) client-side merging, (3) server-side merging, and (4) a hybrid
merging approach. Further research is needed to investigate the tradeo�s
between e�ciency and usability for each of these methods in order to make
a decision on a method that is useful in practice.

2. Freshness: The Open Web Index and the indexes retrieved by downstream
search engines need to be updated regularly to ensure that search results re-
main accurate. To accomplish this, we could (a) update an index incremen-
tally by marking documents as obsolete and using a smaller, separate index
for those updated documents, or (b) rebuild and replace the entire index from
time to time. We will explore which method is best to ensure timeliness and
also how we can extend these processes to also ensure the timeliness of down-
stream search engines. The federated structure of the Open Web Index also
allows us to apply di�erent �freshness� policies to speci�c sub-indexes, e.g.,
updating the news index more frequently compared to more static indexes.

3. Index curation: Eventually, the question arises how to ensure the quality of
the contributed search indexes. One possible quality assurance model is to
provide a small number of o�cial and manually reviewed indexes. Similar to
common practice in software repository platforms, users could also be given
the option to star high-quality indexes provided by the community.

During the development of the Open Web Index, we continue to explore these
issues and try to �nd solutions that make using the Open Web Index as easy
and user-friendly as possible.

5 Conclusion

Inspired by recent advances in open-source AI models and Lewandowski's idea
of an open web index, we introduce the Open Web Index. The main goal is
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to facilitate the development of search applications (e.g., to ground retrieval-
augmented generation systems or to create vertical search engines for speci�c
domains) without having to rely on the APIs of one of the few web-scale search
engines typically operated by large corporations. We make the Open Web Index
compatible with existing software by using the CIFF format and, in addition
to the inverted �les, we provide page-level metadata to support developers in
customizing the selection of documents that meet the needs of their speci�c
application. By using our `crawling on demand' feature, developers can simply
specify a list of URLs in order to receive the corresponding WARC �les from
either our existing crawls or from specially created new crawl clusters.

The Open Web Index is open for contributions from others. The IR commu-
nity, for instance, can contribute by developing additional preprocessing compo-
nents, by creating new kinds of vertical search engines and test collections, or
by providing resources.
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